
Information 

Fernite of Sheffield are a specialist manufacturer of formed tray 
knives. Supplied to the world's greatest brands, Fernite blades 
have been developed to increase production run times and deliver 
clean precise cutting, time and time again. 
Fernite can supply formed tray knives with tooth pitch and 
dimensions to your exact specification. Our precision grinding 
technology ensures a precise and accurate tooth profile every 
time. 

Benefits 

- 420 food grade stainless steel
for high performance and long life.

- 420 food grade stainless steel is
rust and corrosion resistant.

- Manufactured to exacting
tolerances and to customer
specification.

- Reliable supply from an ISO9001
certified UK manufacturer. 

Knife Options 

- Precision ground edges with
exceptional straightness.

- Advanced grinding technology
ensures accurate cutting.

- All strip and tray knives
manufactured in our own
Sheffield facility.

- Fast turnaround times with
reliable global shipping available.

Fernite currently manufacture an 
extensive range of formed tray knives, 
with the experience to adjust tooth 
profiles to suit specific customer 
requirements. 

Our range includes: 

- Formed knives
- Multi-tray

knives
- Bespoke

Fernite manufacture a range of OEM equivalent knives:

- Efabind
- G. Mondini
- Gruppo Fabbri
- I.DEA Pack
- llpra
- MPE
- Multivac
- ORA
- Proseal

- (PA) Packaging
Automation

- Reepack
- Ross
- Rotopack
- Scandivac
- Tecnovac
- Ulma
- Variovac
- VC999
- Zitropack

Contact 

Please get in touch to discuss your requirements or to obtain a quote. 
Email: neil.hutchinson@fernite.com
Tel: +44 (0)114 244 0527 ext.119 

1SO9001:2015 Certified www.fernite.com 

Quality Assurance 

Every Fernite tray knife is manufactured 
in Sheffield, UK, at our ISO9001 certified 
factory. 
All steel used in the Fernite tray knife 
manufacturing process is fully traceable, 
sourced from the world's finest mills. 
Fernite offer a fast and reliable global 
delivery service. 

Quantities 

Fernite supply to OEMs, large food and 
packaging businesses, as well as SME's 
and artisan producers. 

Whether it's large annual contracts or 
bespoke blades, Fernite can provide the 
quantities you need, when you need 
them, at a great price.

+44 (0)114 244 0527 Ext. 119




